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Abstract. Whitney [7] proved in 1932 that for ;ny two embeddings of a planar 3-connected 
graph, their combinatorial dilais are isomorphic. In this manner, the term “uniquely embed- 
dable planar graph” was introduced. It is a well-known fact that combinatorial and geometrical 
duals are equivalent concepts. In this paper, the concept of unique embeddability is introduced 
in terms of special types of isomorphisms between any two smbeddings of a planar graph. From 
this, +he class U of all graphs which are uniquely embeddable in the plane according to this de- 
finition, is determined, and [he planar 3-connected graphs are a proper subset of U. It turns out 
that the graphs in U have a unique geometrical dual (i.e., for any two embeddings of such a 
graph, their geometrical duals are isomorphic). Furthermore, the theorems and their proofs do 
not involve any type of duals. 
1. h troduc tion 
In 1932, Whitney [ 61 introduced the concept of a dual graph by pure- 
ly combinatorial terms. in accordance with Harary [4], we call this COE- 
cept the combinatorial dual which is to be distinguished from the geo- 
metrical dual [4]. In the same paper, Whitney proved that a graph is 
planar if and only if it has a combinatorial dial (Theorem 29), and that 
a plane non-separable graph G and its combinatorial dual G’ can be p,m- 
bedded simultaneously on the sphere (and therefore in the plane, too) 
such that corresponding lines of G and G’ cross each other, and every 
face of G contains exactly one point of G’ and vice versa (Theorem 30). 
From these results and 143, the concepts of the combinatorial dual and 
the geometrical dual are equivalent for planar graphs. 
It is a well known fact that different embeldldings of the same planar 
graph can yield non-isomorphic duals. However, Whitney proved that a 
planar 3-connected ynph has ai unique (combinatorial) dual, i.e., the 
dual is unique up to isomorphisms [ 7, Theorem 111. In this manner, the 
term uniquely embeddable graph was introduced. 
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In 11966, Weinberg [5 1 p Dinted out that for any planar graph G and 
an embedding H of G in the plane, one finds immediately another embed- 
ding N” of G in the plane,, namely the mirror image of H. This distinc- 
tion between a plane graph and its mirror image was essential for deter- 
mining the least upper bound for the order of the automorphism group 
of a planar 3-connected graph [ 51. This distinction is very important 
[ 2; 3 J adso in view of the structure and fixed point properties of auto- 
morphisms of planar 3-connected graphs. 
It is the goal of this paper to formulate the concept of uniquely em- 
beddable plarnar graphs im tc:ms of special types of isomorphisms and 
to determine the class U of connected plalnar graphs with a unique em- 
bedcling. 1 t will turn out that the planar S-connected graphs form a pro- 
per subset of U. As a justification for the concept of unique embeddab- 
ility that wih be given here, we shall see that a graph in U has a unique 
(geometrical) dual. Furthermore, this concept, the following theorems 
and their proofs do not include any type of dual, i,e., are independent 
from duals; and the topology involved is reduced to some few basic re- 
sul ts. 
2. ?reliminany definitions and lemmas 
AH concepts used in this paper can be found in [4] if not defined 
here. For the following two defmitionfO we introduce an abbreviation: 
Let /l(t) and D(t) be functions defined on the closed unit interval I. By 
the equation ,¶ (A) = R(t), we mean that one of the equations A(0) == 
B(t), A(i ) = B(t), is true. 
Defkition 2.1. Let D 7 ( F, (t), . . . . Fq (t)}, where Fi(!): I + R2, be a set 
of g (distinct) stra:ight line segments. We say that D is a drawing of a 
graph (in the Euc’lidean plane) if I’Q(A) = Fk(f”), I# k, for P* E I, 
implks t* E {O, 1 j . The (finite) set V(D) = {*P;;.(A)\ i = 1, . . . . q; A = 0, 1) 
is called1 the psint set OVID, and E(D) = { {Fi(t)}i i = 1,. ., q; t ~1) is 
called the line set of D. 11. drawing of a graph I) is said to be a plane 
graph if’F;(t”j = F&**:] fori f k implies {t”. t**) c f0, 1) . 
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IMinition 2.2. We say that D is a drawing of the graph G if there is a 
l-l. mapping @ from V(G) onto V(o) and a l- 1 mapping $ from E(G) 
onto E(D) such that [x, y] E E(G) and +[x, ~1 = 1 F+(r)) implies 
{#jr, #y} = {F,(O), F,( 1)) . We say in this case that G and D are isomoy- 
phic, shortly G 5 D, and call Q, = (q5, I/J) an isomorphism from G onto 
D. A graph G is said to be planar if there is a plane gralph D such that 
G 6~ D. We also say that D is an embedding of G (in the Euclidean planej. 
If.D, and D, a re d rawings of the graph G, then we also say that D, and 
D, are isomorphic. 
Remark 2.3. It is clear that for any (finite) graph 6, thLere isa drawing 
of G (in the Euclidean plane). Also, a graph G is a planar graph in the 
sense of [ 41 if and only if G is planar as defined here. 
In the following, whenever agraph theoretical concept is used in the 
sense of [4] we assume that the reader is abIe to define it in terms of 
Definitions 2.1, 2.2. From now on, a graph is always considered as 
being connected if not explicitly stated otherwise. 
Let G be a non-trivial plane graph, u = (uy I) u2 ) E V(G), and let 
$Fi, (t)) 9 l -y Fid(t) be the lines incident to v (i.e., u = Fi(A) for 
j=l , . ..) d = deg u). Clearly, since G is finite and since: G has no loops, 
there is E(U) > 0 such that the (analytical) circle 
K,(t) = {(x,Y)\ x = u1 + E(U) cos 2nt y = u2 + E(u) sin 27rt; t E I} 
has exactly one point of R2 in common with each (1$.(t)) . Now we 
look for the minimal t E I, say tl , such that 
for a wrtain t ‘1 E I and a certain j1 E { 1, . ..- d I. For this j 1 WC, denote 
el (u) = CFii, (t)} . Now we look for the mim~-nal il E d with t > t 1. , say 
t2, such that 
K,,(itz) = FQ~ (ti) 
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for a certain f; E I and jz c, { 1, l , d)& #iI. Denote ez(u) = (FQt)), 
and SO on, In tltis way, ‘we obtain the counterclockwise ordering 
(eI 00, e&0, 0..9 e&)j of the lines incident to u, at the point u. We de- 
fine 
W(U)= ((eiCu),ei+l(~),...,ei_l(~))I i=l, . . ..d.d+l = l,O=d)- 
The clockv:it;e ordering of the lines incident tr, u is given by (et (v), 
e&0, ...Y e2 (uj). We define 
O [u) = ((ei(U),ei_l(tJ), . . ..ei+l (U))l i= 1, . . . . did+ 1 = l,O=d). 
We do this for each u E V’(G).’ 
Remark 2.4. It is clear that O+(u) = O-(u) if and only if either dug u = 1 
or deg IJ = 2. Furthermore, m order to define @(u~J, O-(U), resplsctively, 
we do not need a geometrical figure in the plane telling us it is a plane 
graph. This 3~ the basic difference between the definition of O+(U) and 
O-(u) as given here and the one givt:n in [ 1; 21. But, in fact, these two 
definitions are equivalent, and the ide;>l on which this concept is based 
was to replace a geometrical picture with orderings of lines. 
Definition 2.5. Two embeddings G, , G2 of the plar sar graph G are said 
to be O’%somorphic (O%somorphic), shortly G1 zo+ G, (G, zo- Gz) 
iif G, z G, znd if there is a l-1 mapping 7 from {O+(u)1 u E V(G, )) 
onto tO%# *w E V(GI,)) ({O-(w)l IY E V(G#) such that 
( = cc;n W).t I’,, - 1 (@J), l #*)) if $q(u) = fm (@J). Analogously, we speak of 
an O%somnrph&m (0:isomorphism) @ = (9, $, 7). 
IMhition 2.6. A planar graph 47 is said to be uniquely embeddable (in. 
the Euclidean plane) if for any two embeddings G, , G, of G and any 
i~omorphism ib= (@, 9) from G, onto G, fol10:~~ that 9[, can be extend- 
ed to either an O%somorphism or an 6isomorphism, @ = (4, $, 7). 
’ It is clear that for any Q’ with 0 < P’ < C(U) e-e obtains the same O+(u) and O-(v). My friend 
W, Imrich drew my attention Ko this fact. 
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Remark 2.7. The reason why we admit in Derfinition ;!.6 for Q both pos- 
sibsties to be either an O+-isomorphism or an Q--isomorphism is 
based on Weinberg’s remark (see Chapter I). Furthermore, the 
introduction of (o+- and O--isomorphisms makes the definiti,on of a 
uniquely embeddable planar graph independent of the choice: of an 
exterior face of an embedding in the plane. 
By the Jordan Closed Curve Theorem, a cycle K of the plane graph 
G (K is, by definit:ion, a simple closed cuwe) separates the pkane into 
exactly two connected sets which we call the sides of K. Therefore, if 
x and y are points of G lying on different sides of K, then any path 
of G joining x and y has a point of G in common with K. 
Lemma 2.8. Let u be a point of the plane graph G with d = deg u >, 4. 
Consider ei, (V), t?i3 (V), ei3 (V), ei, (V) in (e, (V), . ..) e&)) With 
1 5 i, < i2 < i3 < i4 5 d, and suppose G contains a cycle K with 
( eiy (in), ei3 (v)] C E(K), Then eiz (v) &zd ei, (v) lie OIZ different sides of 
K. 
Proof, Denote shortly fi = eq(v), Vj = K,,(t$), i = 1,2,3,4. These four 
vi divide Ku(t) into fc.pur open arcs, e12 joaning v1 and v2, .,., e41 join- 
ingv4 and+ We denote by gj the parts of 4 Joining Vi and U. Assum- 
ing that both f2 and f4 lie on the same side S, of K, we can join a fixed 
point w on the othe!r side S, of I< [w is not in G) to each of v, ul, u3 
by arcs h, h, , h3 which have exactly v, v1 , v3, respecl:ively, in common 
with K. Thus at, v1 z v3 and w, u2, u4 form together with e12, e23, e34, 
~41, g2,g+ h, h,, h3 a K3,3. I%ereforle, & and f4 lie on different sides 
pf K. 
The following definition of a boundary (of a face) of a plane graph 
G is based on the cons%ction of O+(v), 113- (v), resp::ctivefy, and does 
not require the actual krtowledge of what the faces of G are. But, in 
fact, for connected graphs this defiraition is equivalent to the usual de- 
finition of a boundary of a face of a plane graph. 
Bdhition 2.9. Let W = x1, C,, x2, E,, ,.., ;I:,, I,, x,+~ = x1 be‘a shortest 
possible closed walk; in the plane graph G such that for al1 i; ,‘= 1, . . . . II 
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either (p) Ii-1 = ei_l (Xi), Zi = Cj(Xi)? of for all i = 1, . . . . n (M) Zi__1 =e&~i), 
(O=n),andi~ {l,..., d = deg xi) (0 = d). Then we call the subgraph 
B of G which is induced by W a boundary [of a face) of G. We call (p) 
the posit&z orientation of B, (n) the negaitie tirientation of B. 
Mark 2.10. Which one of (p) and (n) is satisfied depends on the direc- 
tion in which we walk along the boundary B. Furthermore, Zr = I,, 
r f s, cart hold if and only if I, is a bridge of G, and Zr = I,+ l if and only 
if I, is an endline of G. 
Lemma 2.11. ic!ut G be a plane 3-connected graph, B a boundary of G,, 
and let x, y be points not belonging to B. Then there is a path P joining 
xandyinCsuchthatPnB=@. 
hoof. Since G is .$connected, there are three disjoin t paths PI, Pz, P, 
joining x and y and B is cycle. Suppose P, n B + 0, p2 n B f @. As- 
sume the theorem false, i.e., also P3 n B + 0. Then let u i be the first 
point of Pi belonging 90 B, i = 1,2,3, if we g;o from x to y. These three 
points are different points and. by hypothesis, {x, y } n (u, , u2, u3 } = 0. 
The point ul divides Pi into two non-trivial paths PiI and Piz . Since B is 
boundary, the lines Of Pi not contained in B lies on the same side of B. 
Now we irrtroduce in the other side of B, S,, a po:int z and join it to 
each Ui, i = I,;!, 3, by a line fi. Thus we obtain the plane graph G, since 
G is a plane graph. But the points x, y, z, Ui and the paths, lines, respec- 
tively, Pi3 , f$ , J;, i = I, 2,3, form a graph homeomorphic to KJt,. Since 
this contradicts the planarity of G, P, (I R = 0 must :hold. This proves 
the lemma 
Remark 2.1 I!. 0nr,: can see easily for a plane graph G, that if for arbitrary 
points x and y of G and for an arbitrary boundary B of G, x, y $ B, there 
is a path P joining x and y with. P n B = 0, then G is 3-connected; i.e., 
the condition stir: ted in Lemma 2.11 is a characteristic property of plane 
3-connected graphs. 
Definition 2.13. We saly that an isomorphism Q, = (@, 3/) from the plane 
graph G, onto the plane graph G, is orientation preserving if any section 
s=li_ls xi, ji in a boundary walk Ml of B in G, and the section 
S* = $‘li_I, #xi, $li of the corresponding closed walk W* in G2, both 
satis& (p) or both satisfy (n). We say that Q, is orientation reverCn!g 
ifs sat2&s (P) and S* satisfies (n), or if S satisfies (n) and S” satisfies 
(P). 
3. Theorems 
Theorem 3.1. LeiL (7,) G2 be isomorphic plane graphs. Then an isomor- 
phism @ = @, $J) jkm GL onto G, can be extended to an O+-isomor- 
phism (0-isomorphism) Q = (4, J/, y) if and only if @ is oHentatiun 
preserving (reversing). 
Proof. (A) Suppose G, Ed+ 6,. Let W = x1, I,, x2, I,, . . . be a closed 
walk through the points and lines of the boundary B of G, (see Definf 
tion 2.9). Furthermore, denote by (#, 9/, 7) an O+-isomorphism 
9: G, + G, l NOW form IV* = #x1, J/E,, #x2, 3/Z,, . . . . Suppose $c*l (xi) z 
fk+l (@xi)- Ifl,-l = ej-1 (Xi), li = ej(Xi) ) then lb/i_ 1 = $ej_ 1 (Xi) 
= fk+i-1 (@Xi) and $li = $ei(xi) = ji;+j(@~i). If Zi_1 = ej(xi), li = cj-1 (xi), 
then Jlli_t = fk +/(@Xi) and J/Bi = f k ++ 1 (#Xi). That is, any two sections 
of w, w’, respectively, satisfy either (p) :br (n) at the same time, i.e., 
@ = ($4 $1 is 0rhWion preserving. 
One proceeds analogously if J/ is an O--isomorphism, but in this case, 
Q, is orientation reversing. 
(B) Suppose the isomorphism Q, = (@, #): G, + G2 is orientation 
presenting. We have to prove that Q, can be extended to an O%somor- 
phism from Gt onto G,. Denote @x c= u, the lines incident to x by 
q (x), . ..) cd(x), and the lines incident to o by fi (u), . . . . fb(v), correspond- 
ing to their cyclic order in x, U, respective1.y. Suppose $e 1 (x) = fk (u). 
Either el (x), X, e&c) (el (x) = e2 (x) if and only if deg x == 1) or 
ez(x), x, q(x) is a section S, = Zj_t , .Yi, ii of a closed walk W represent- 
ing the boundary B of G1 . Then $[,_I, u, $4 is a section s? =: Q?r, 
ui, llF of the corresponding closed walk W” in G, . If Zi_1 = ~‘1 (x), 
Zi = e2@) (i.e., W represents the positive orientation of B), then Jlli_ 1 =: 
if* i__ 1 = fk(u), and Eli = Z,?= fk+l (u) since both sections S, , ST must satis- 
fy (p). Ifli = q (x), li_ 1 = e2(x) (i.e., W represents the negative: orienta- 
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tion of B), then $di = 27 2 $k (u), and $1i-_ 1 := Zj?_ 1 z &+I (u) sine? both 
sections S,, 8: have to satisfy (n). We see that in any case tie1 (x) = fk r$) 
implies @ez (A) = fk+ E (u), Consideting now Q (x), X, e3 (x) and proceedI- 
ing in the same wa;f as above, :,ve conclude that $e3 (.x) = fk+ 2 (u), and 
SO on, in general $I?i(X) = fk+i_ 1 (U), 1’ = 1, . . . . d. 
Consider (e,*(x), ei+l (xl, . . . . ei_1 (x)) E O’(X) and define 
r(ei(*u)- ej+ 11 <Xl. ---, ei- 1 ix)) 
= &, ri- 1 (u), fk+i(u’j, l-*,fk+i-z (Jv))* 
“I’he right side of this equation is an element of O+(u) for each i = 1, . . . . d. 
Since +X = u, and since x was an arbitrary point of G, , this definition of 
7 in terms of $k and $ yields an O+-isomorphism * = (4, 9,~). Ckne Drov. 
es analagously that an orientation reversing isomorphism yields an 
O%omorphism. 
Theorem 3.2. ,Cet 41 be an isomorphism jtom the plane graph G, onto 
the plane gra@ G2 ~ Then Q? can be extended to an O%omorphism 
(0’~isomorp3sm) ‘rk : G r + G2 if and only if the following two condi- 
tions hold: 
(1) The image ofa boursdary ~9 of G, is a boundary B* of G,. 
(2) B and B* hape the same (a!ifferent) orientation(s) with respect to 
W. W*, respectively. which are their corresponding closed walks. 
Proof. Theorem 3.Z! is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, De- 
finition 2.9 and De,finition 2.13. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G, and G, be embeddings of the planar graph G, and 
suppose there is an isomorphism Qr: G, + G2 which is not extendable 
to GM O+-isomorphism or O--isomorphism. TIzen /c(G) 5 2. 
Proof. The fact that 19 cannot be extended to an O%omorphism or 
O--komorphism requires the consideration oj’ two cases (compare the 
following aJso with Theorem 3.1): 
( 1) There are two points u, w in G, , G, , rer;pectively, with 
@v = M’ (* = (#, J/)), but for (e 1 (u), . . . . e&j) Et O+(u), 
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(2) There are two points vl, v2 in G, a& two points wl, w2 in G, 
with q$ = wl, @JZ = w2 such that for (q (a+ ), . . . . ed, (q )) E O+ (q ), 
T, = (J/q (VI 1, . ..) ibed, (VI )) E O+(y 1 , 
but T2 $ O+(w& 
Case (1): This case implies d = deg v = deg w 2: 4. Also, there must be 
ek(v), ek+l (v), 1 5 k < A?, such that for ~,l/cp,. =&(w) and J/ek+l (v) = 
f4(w) followsp-1 # (4 -&/.I f 1. 
Let B be a boundary of G, containing Q. (v), ek+ 1 (v). Then the sub- 
graph B* of C2 (the image of B under @I), contains fP (w) and f4 (w) 
but satisfies neither (p) nor (n) in w. 
Now assume that G is 3-connected. Then B and B* are cycles, and 
by the above and Lemma 2.8, there are psi iits x, y in C, (incident to 
v) on the same side of R which are mappled by @ (onto points on dif- 
ferent sides of B”’ (for example, take for X, y’ the endpoints of 
$- lfP_ I (w), $- I&+, (w), respectively, Wferent from v). By Lemma 
2.11, there is a path P joining x and y in G ! such that P n B = 6. P”, 
the image of P under a, joins @x and @y in G, . But @.Y and @JJ lie on 
different sides of B”, i.e., P”’ n B* + @ rnu~t: hold because of the planar- 
ity of G2. This contradicts the fact that$ is a 1 -‘I mapping fro-m V(Gr ) 
onto V(G,). 
Cizse (2): Assume again that G, is 3-connected. Therefore, we can 
fiid adjacent points vl, v2 with the properties as stated in (2), if we 
assume that a point v with properties as described in ( 1) does not exist. 
And clearly, deg v1 1 3, deg v2 2 3. Thugs, if two boundaries of G, , say 
B, , B,, have a line e in common, then E 1 L B, := e. Rename the lines 
incident to v1 and v2 corres)ponding to their cyclic order so that 
Iv19 +I = l(v, ) = 1(v2 ). Then for one! elf the two boundaries contain- 
ing [vl. v2] say B, we have 2(v,), vl, l(v, IIF= l(v,), v2, $&) as a 
section of a corresponding, EV of B (d2 == de,;: v2). T!he endpoints of 
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d, (ut ) and 2(u2) different fram ul, u2 respectively, are denoted by 
x, y respectively; clearly, {x, _v ! n B = fl since we assumed G to be 3- 
connected. Therefore, since B is a boundary, x and y lie on the same 
side of B, but their images x* and y * under 4 do not lie on the same 
side of B* in G, . This can be realized by deleting [wl, w2 ] in G2, 
identifying wI and w2, and applying Lemma 2.8 to the graph GO thus 
obtained. 
Applying Lemma 2.11 again in G, , we fmd also in this case either a 
contradiction to the planarity of G2 or that 0: V(G, ) -4 V(G2) is not 
s 1-f mapping. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
From Theorem 3.3 we have an immediate consequence. 
Corollary 3.4. If G is a planar, 13-connected graph, then G is unique1 
em beddable. 
It is clear from Remark 2.4 that a cycle or a path are uniquely em- 
beddable graphs, i.e., the plane, 3-connected graphs are not the only 
uniquely embeddable graphs. 
We shall determine now systematically all those planar graphs G 
which are uniquely embeddable and for which K(G) 5 2. 
(A) Let G be a planar graph with K(G) = 2. Let S = i u, w 1 C V(G) 
be a separating set of points. Then G can be written as the line disjoint 
union of ,lC connected graphs, 
G=G, uG,u...uG, 
with Gi 17 Gi = S for i # j, i, j E f 1, . . . . kl , k >, 2. SLI~~OS~ further that 
the notation for the Gj’s is chosen corresponding to their c:rclic order 
in u in an embedding D of G, i.e., for ei, (u) E E(G, ), . . . . eik;v)E E(Gk ) we 
haveinD 1 <-il <i2 < . . . < ik 5 deg u. From ths, it is clear that k 5.3; 
otherwise, we c&d define G; = G2, G; = G, , Gd = Gi for 3 5 i 5 k. 
Then we can find an embedding D’ of G = Uj$ 61 so th.at in v 
1 < ii = i, < ii = i, < i; = i, < ii = i4 <: . . . < ii = ik < dq u, - 
i.e., there is an isomorphism Cp: D + D’ which induces neither an U+-iso- 
morphism nor an O--isomorphism. 
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If k = 3, then each Gi has to be a pat-r joining u and w. Otherwise, 
if G3 is not a path joining u and w, take fo?, G, an embedding 0)3 which 
in O--isomorphic to the given embedding U3 of G3 in D, and define 
Di = D, , Di = D,. Then D’ = Di U D’, U II; and D are embeddings 
of G, and there is an isomorphism a: D + 3’ which is not extendable 
to an 0”~-isomorphism or an O--isomorphism. In other words: If k: = 3 
and if G is uniquely embeddable (in the Euclidean plane), then G is 
homeomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K’2,3. And clearly, 
all such graphs are by Definition 2.6 uniquely embeddable. 
Suppose k = 2. Then we conclude analogously as for i’c = 3, that at 
least one of G,, G, is a path joining u and w I.e., either G is a cycle 
or G is homeomorphic to a planar, 3-connected graph if k = 2 for any 
such U, w. (The second case follows immediately if one considers an 
arbitrary separating set S* = {x, y) C V(G) a:nd repeats the above con- 
siderations.) 
(B) Let G be a planar graph with K(G) = 1. Let u be a cutpoint of G. 
Then we can write analogously as for KC(G) = ‘(2, G = nF= t Gi, k >_ 2, 
with Gi n Gi =ufori#f,iJE {l,..., k} (also here we assume the no- 
tation for the Gf’s chosen corresponding to their cyclic order in u in 
an embedding D of G). As for K(G) = 2 we conclude k 5: 3, and k = 3 
if and only if each of the Cl, G,, G, is a path having u as an endpoint. 
I.e., if k = 3, and if IG is uniquely embcddable F then G is homeomorphic 
to the graph K, ,3 . 
Also, if k = 2, then at least one of G, , G, has to be a path having u 
as an endpoint. Suppose G, is not a path. Then u must have degree one 
or two in G, F otherwise we could embed G, in an embedding D, of G2 
such that the graph D’ thus (obtained can be mapped by an isomorphism 
onto a given embedding D of G which is not extendable to an O+-iso- 
morphism or O--isomorphism. If deg u = 2 in G,, then we conclude in 
a similar manner that u is the only point of degree greater than two in 
G, i.e., deg u = 3 in G. Since k = 2, G, ilds to be a cycle. If deg u = 1 
in G,, then - if G is not a path - we consider a cutpoint w of degree 
greater than two in G and conelude as above for u that w is the only 
point in G with deg w = 3, and B 5 deg x C;= 2 for any .x E V(G), x f W. 
Summarizing the considerations of (A) and (B) and Corollary 3.4, we 
obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 3.5. Among the connected, planar graphs, a graph G is uniquely 
embeddable in the plane if and only if G is one of the following grapk 
( 1) G is homleomorphk to a 3eonnected graph, 
(12) G is homeomorphic to K, 3 
(13) G is homeomorphic to K3 : 
(4) C is homeomorphic to K,, or G = A:, , 
(5) G is homeomorphic to K, 3, 
(6 j 6; is homeomorphic to K3’ u K2 with K3 0 K2 = v E y(G) and 
deg v = 3. 
If G is one of the graphs listed in (2) - (6), then one sees easily that 
for any two embeddings D, , D, of G, tht!:ir geometrical duals are iso- 
morphic. If G is 3-connected, then [7, ‘ILcorem 11; 6, Theorem 301 
guarantee the isomorphy of the geometrical duals of D, , Dz - two 
arbitrary embedding of G in the plane. Knowing this, one reaches thl: 
same result if f<(G) = 2 and if G is homeomorphic to a 3-connected 
graph G,, by considering the geometrical duals D’, Db of embeddings 
D, DO of G, GO, respectively. D’ is obtained Corn Db by adding certa:in 
lines to Db , thus D’ being a multigraph. It is Theorem 3.2 which as- 
sures US that if in Di - the geometrical dual of an embedding D, of 
G - the points x1 and ,Y 1 are joined by exactly m lines, then in D’, - 
the geoimetrical dual of any other embedding D, of G - the corre- 
sponding points x2 and. y2 are joined by exactly m lines. 
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